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ABSTRACT

Here, we investigated the static and the dynamic wetting behaviors of copper (Cu) thin films deposited by DC magnetron sputtering.
The deposited films have random rough surfaces for which the rms roughness amplitude σ, the lateral correlation length ξ, and the rough-
ness exponent α were obtained from the analysis of height topography images acquired by atomic force microscopy. The time-dependent
height-height correlation functions indicated anomalous kinetic roughening with roughness exponents α≈ 0.9 and evolving roughness
parameters σ and ξ with deposition time. The latter yields a nonstationary local surface slope σ=ξ that has a crucial impact on the surface
wettability. Indeed, static and dynamic contact angles’ (CAs) measurements revealed two wetting regimes associated with different growth
stages leading to a transition from a metastable Cassie-Baxter to a Wenzel-like state for the roughest films. Moreover, the increasing rough-
ness with well distributed peaks and valleys leads to increasing CAs due to trapped air in surface cavities, while after some point the larger
surface features lead to a decrement of the CAs that vary only slightly with further roughening. Although the apparent wetting transition
with increasing surface roughness is not favored by the local Laplace pressure estimation, the energy of the system decreases with surface
roughening, or equivalently increasing local surface slope, favoring energetically a Wenzel state. Under these conditions, the water droplet
can spontaneously fill the surface cavities once the impregnation is initiated by the hydrophilic nature of the surface, in agreement with our
experiments for significantly large local surface slopes ρ (>0.1) and large roughness exponents α∼ 1.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5092672

I. INTRODUCTION

Surface wetting has been studied extensively for more than
200 years because it has diverse applications in many fields as, for
example, in anti-icing,1 anticorrosion,2 drag reduction,3,4 water-
repellency,5,6 and medical sciences.7,8 This surface property can be
studied by a water sessile drop placed on a surface, where it reaches a
stable state with lower energy. From the contact line between the
droplet and the surface, the contact angle (CA) is derived. For
smooth surfaces, the pioneering work was performed by Young,9

where for a smooth and homogeneous surface, the apparent CA θy is
given by the relation cos (θy) ¼ (γsv � γsl)=γlv with γsv, γsl, and γlv
being the solid-vapor, solid-liquid, and liquid-vapor surface tensions,
respectively. However, most surfaces in nature and experiments are
rough at various length scales. In order to incorporate the effect of

roughness on the wettability of surfaces, two main models were
proposed in the past by Wenzel10 and Cassie and Baxter.11 Indeed,
Wenzel studied this effect theoretically assuming that the droplet
wets the surface cavities beneath it. The CA is given in this case by
the equation cos (θw) ¼ r cos (θy), where r is the roughness factor
defined as the ratio of the actual surface area to the projected one.
If a surface is hydrophilic in nature (θy , 90�), then the roughness
will make the surface more hydrophilic, while if a surface is hydro-
phobic (θy . 90�), then the roughness will make it more hydro-
phobic. However, for rough surfaces, the water droplet does not
necessarily penetrate all cavities leaving air pockets beneath the
droplet. For this case, Cassie and Baxter11 proposed the equation
cos(θCB) ¼ f cos (θy)� (1� f ) to calculate the CA, where f (filling
factor) is the fraction of the solid in contact with the droplet.
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In this wetting state, the roughness increases the CA for both
hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces.

Nowadays, it is well established that the control of surface
wettability can be achieved by altering the surface chemical composi-
tion and/or surface roughness.12–15 For different applications, both
hydrophobic and hydrophilic coatings can be important. In some
cases, hydrophobic surfaces will resemble the lotus effect,16–19 produc-
ing water-repellent and self-cleaning surfaces due to the weak adhe-
sion of water droplets. Another possibility is the rose petal effect,20–22

which is characterized by the strong surface adhesion leading to
pinning of water droplets and high contact angles. On the other
hand, hydrophilic coatings can be made from metals and metal
oxides.23–26 In any case, many studies have been devoted to under-
stand the effect of micrometer scale roughness either random or
structured on the wetting behavior of surfaces.27–30 Specifically, several
efforts have been focused on producing fractal structures to achieve
super-water-repellent or superhydrophobic surfaces.31,32 Indeed, dual
scale roughness (micrometer and nanometer scale roughness known
as hierarchical roughness) favors superhydrophobicity.33–36

Furthermore, nanoscale random roughness has been shown
theoretically to have a relationship to the statistical roughness
parameters as the roughness exponent α (0 < α < 1), which charac-
terizes the degree of roughness irregularity at short length scales
(�ξ, with ξ being the lateral correlation length), and the long
wavelength roughness ratio σ=ξ with σ being the rms roughness
amplitude (assuming weak surface roughness σ=ξ � 1).37 Another
numerical work showed the impact of the roughness exponent α
and mean square surface slope in tuning surface hydrophobicity.38

In another study for randomly rough surfaces, a threshold value for
the Wenzel roughness parameter has been obtained for superhy-
drophobicity.39 Besides other theoretical works on wetting,40,41

several research efforts have been focused on the effect of statistical
parameters on the wettability of thin films. For example, Yadav
et al.42 investigated the wettability of some fractal-structured sur-
faces, and it was concluded that higher fractal dimension leads to
higher CAs. In another work,43 the correlation between surface-
roughness parameters and wetting was explored experimentally,
indicating that the CA decreases with increasing local surface slope
ρ/ σ/ξα. Patra et al.44 modified the surface morphology by anneal-
ing, and they found increasing CAs with increasing surface rough-
ness. On the other hand, Chatterjee et al.45 have shown that the
rms roughness σ and the correlation length ξ increase with deposi-
tion angle leading to higher CAs due to lower roughness exponents
α and increased surface porosity.

So far, the effect of random roughness evolution during thin
film growth on surface wettability remains only partially under-
stood to enable control of this surface property toward emerging
technology applications, where the control of hydrophobicity and
hydrophilicity is necessary. In this respect, we considered here to
study the wetting behavior of sputtered Cu thin films that are
relevant in widespread technology applications such as inkjet
printing technology, solar cells, integrated circuits, and heat transfer
technology.46–49 Particular attention was paid to wetting transition
between metastable Cassie-Baxter (CB) and W states as a function
of the evolving surface-roughness parameters by taking into account
the energy of the system and the local Laplace pressure that controls
wetting in surface cavities.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Copper thin films were prepared using DC magnetron sputter-
ing (Mantis Deposition Ltd.) on Si (100) substrates with native
oxide (having rms roughness σ < 2 nm) at room temperature
(see Fig. 1), which have typical measured CAs∼ 32°. The base
system pressure was less than 10−7 mbar, while during deposition
the sputtering pressure was 10−3 mbar (having a DC power of
63W at 40 sccm of Ar 5.0 as sputtering gas). Sputtering took place
from a high-purity Cu target (99.999%) at an angle of 30° and a
distance of 20 cm with respect to the normal from the sample
surface. In order to obtain films with different roughness, Cu depo-
sition was performed from 30 min to 6 h (under identical condi-
tions on different Si wafers from the same batch) yielding film
thicknesses in the range ∼60–750 nm with an average deposition
rate of ∼2 nm/min. The latter was evaluated using atomic force
microscopy (AFM) at a step edge as it is shown in Fig. 2(a). It must
be noted that during sputtering, Cu oxidation takes place in agree-
ment with our former transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
studies of Cu nanoparticles (NPs). The latter were prepared under
similar Ar flows within the same chamber (having a separate
sputter source designed to produce nanoparticles) in the absence of
any reducing gas.50 In any case, upon exposure to air, the formation
of a thin layer of Cu oxide ∼1–3 nm thick is unavoidable, and its
surface energy will play a dominant role in the wetting process.50

Furthermore, the surface morphology of the Cu films was
imaged by AFM (Bruker, Multimode 8) at ambient temperature
operated in tapping™ mode using an AFM tip (NSC15/No Al from
MikroMasch, USA) with a tip radius of 8 nm. The AFM topography
images were taken over scan areas of 1 × 1 μm2 and 1.5 × 1.5 μm2,
which are significantly larger than the Cu grain size, with a resolu-
tion of 1024 × 1024 pixels, at five different locations on each sample.
High resolution images of the microstructure of the Cu surfaces were
also obtained using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEI
NovaNanoSEM 650) equipped with an in-lens [through the lens
dectector (TLD)] secondary electron (SE) detector.

Finally, the wettability of the as-deposited Cu surfaces was
studied measuring both static and dynamic CAs by the sessile-drop
method on a Dataphysics OCA15 system coupled with a camera
that could record pictures over several seconds. A 2 μl pure water
droplet (MiliQ) was gently dropped on the surface by an automated
syringe at a rate of 0.5 μl/s. The measurement of the advancing CA
was performed by increasing the volume of water to 8 μl at a rate of
0.2 μl/s, while the receding CA was performed by removing water
from the surface at a rate of 0.2 μl/s by keeping the syringe into the
droplet. In order to gauge the effect of surface hydrocarbons, an
average of at least 10 measurements for the CAs was taken for each
Cu sample in different days after preparation. The samples were
stored in vacuum after preparation to minimize hydrocarbon adsorp-
tion prior to CA measurements and after completion of the measure-
ments. Although the CA measurements were not performed at equal
times after preparation (despite the vacuum storage) for the different
samples, we repeated the CA measurements for several days after the
first set of measurements (for a period of a week), and we observed
no meaningful difference between the CA values. In addition,
experiments that are more detailed were performed to investigate
the wetting behavior of the Cu samples with respect to aging and
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associated hydrocarbon adsorption after exposure to ambient for
almost one year.

III. KINETIC ROUGHENING OF SPUTTERED FILMS

Figure 1 shows AFM and SEM topography images of repre-
sentative Cu surfaces. The scan sizes for the AFM images are more
than 10 times larger than the lateral correlation length ξ in order to

be statistically relevant. From the SEM images, the grain growth
with deposition time is evident, while the AFM images show both
the roughening and the coarsening processes during growth.
Indeed, as it is shown in Fig. 2(b), the root mean square roughness
σ ¼ h[h(x, y)2]1=2i, where h(x, y) is the surface height at the posi-
tion r ¼ (x, y) around the mean value hh(x, y)i ¼ 0 (with h� � �i an
ensemble average), is increasing with film thickness or deposition
time for fixed deposition rate. Similarly, the lateral correlation

FIG. 1. Representative AFM (i) and
SEM (ii) images of Cu surfaces for
(a) 1 h, (b) 2 h, and (c) 6 h of Cu
deposition.
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length ξ also increases with deposition time [the inset of Fig. 2(b)].
The measurement of the height-height correlation function
H(r) ¼ h[h(r)� h(0)]2i (see Fig. 3) allows determination of all
the statistical parameters, namely, the rms roughness amplitude σ,
the roughness exponent α, and the lateral correlation length ξ
because it follows the scaling behavior,51,52

H(r) ¼ /r2α, r � ξ,
2σ2, r � ξ:

�
(1)

The roughness exponent α (0 < α < 1), for which lower values
give more jagged surfaces at short length scales (<ξ), can be calcu-
lated from the linear fit of the log-log plot of the correlation func-
tion at r < ξ. The correlation length ξ can be determined from the
intersection of the linear part with the saturation regime at r � ξ
that yields the value of the rms roughness amplitude σ. The rough-
ness parameters for all Cu films are shown in Table I. The scan

sizes for the AFM measurements were chosen sufficiently large
(�ξ) to obtain the saturated rms roughness amplitude σ.51–55

The average roughness exponent for the Cu films was
α = 0.9 ± 0.03. The log-log plots in Fig. 2 yield the growth
exponent β = 0.6 ± 0.02 that describes the temporal evolution of
the rms roughness amplitude σ/ tβ and the dynamic exponent
1
z ¼ 0:3+ 0:02 that describes the temporal evolution of the
lateral correlation length ξ/ t

1
z . The large value of α indicates

surface diffusion as a surface relaxation mechanism during Cu
deposition. However, since β = α=z the roughening of the growth
front is anomalous with a time varying local surface slope.53,54

This is also reflected by the plots of the height-height correlation
at short length scales (<ξ) in Fig. 3, where the linear parts do
not coincide, indicating that the average local surface slope
ρ ¼ h(rh)2i1=2 / σ=ξα is not a time invariant of the roughening
process. As a result, the relation z ¼ α=β is no longer satisfied.52,55

This is a sign of instability that leads to anomalous growth, as it has
been observed in other metallic and nonmetallic films prepared by
DC sputtering56–58 where the angle between the substrate and the
source beam leads to local shadowing effects. In any case, for more

FIG. 2. (a) Height profiles of two different regions near the step for sample S1
accompanied by the AFM image as an inset. (b) The variation of the rms rough-
ness amplitude σ and the correlation length ξ with the deposition time.

FIG. 3. Log-log plot of the time-dependent height-height correlation function for
the different Cu films. As it is indicated by a dashed line, all the correlation
curves scale the same at short length scales (<ξ) with slope 2α that yields the
roughness exponent α = 0.9 ± 0.03. The inset shows the variation of the local
slope ∼σ/ξ with the deposition time.

TABLE I. Surface statistical parameters including the rms roughness amplitude σ,
the correlation length ξ, and the roughness exponent α for the different Cu
surfaces.

Sample Scan size (μm2) σ (nm) α ξ (nm)

S1 1 × 1 1.8 ± 0.01 0.9 ± 0.02 20.2 ± 0.3
S2 1 × 1 3.08 ± 0.03 0.9 ± 0.03 24.4 ± 0.3
S3 1 × 1 4.6 ± 0.2 0.96 28.4 ± 0.6
S4 1.5 × 1.5 6.5 ± 0.2 0.94 37 ± 1
S5 1.5 × 1.5 6.6 ± 0.3 0.94 35.8 ± 1.4
S6 1.5 × 1.5 8.4 ± 0.2 0.96 41.4 ± 1.1
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precise calculations, the average local surface slope ρ can be obtained
by the analytic form52

ρ ¼ σ

ξ
ffiffiffi
2

p 1
1� α

[1þ c(Qcξ)
2]

1�α � 1
� �

� 2c

� �1=2

, (2)

where c ¼ (1=2α)(1� [1þ c(Qcξ)
2]

�α
) for 0 < α≤ 1 and Qc ¼ π=ao

with ao being the lowest lateral roughness cutoff of atomic dimen-
sions. For large roughness exponents α∼ 1, as it is the case here for
the sputtered Cu films, the average local surface slope can be approx-
imated by the simple expression ρ≈ σ/ξ.

IV. SURFACE WETTING MEASUREMENTS

Figure 4 shows the variation of the static contact angle vs the
deposition time for the Cu surfaces with the corresponding images
of the water droplets. The static CA initially increases with the
deposition time, while afterward it decreases and finally remains
relatively constant for the thicker films. One gains more insight
into the wetting behavior by the knowledge of the dynamic CAs,
namely, the advancing (A) and the receding (R) CAs. The behavior
of the A/RCAs with the deposition time is shown in Fig. 5. The
contact angle hysteresis CAH (=ACA-RCA) shows almost the same
variation with the deposition time as the static CA. The latter
means that the ability of the Cu surfaces to advance the contact
line does not change with the deposition time. This is because the
RCA is relatively the same for all surfaces, while the difference
between CA and ACA remains constant. As a result, the ACA can
advance the droplet by the same magnitude.

From Fig. 5, it is evident that the RCA does not change sig-
nificantly with deposition time and remains rather low RCA∼ 18°
within the errorbar of the measurements. Nevertheless, our experi-
mental observations indicated that the receding occurred at later
times for the samples with higher rms roughness due to stronger

pinning effects. The latter indicates significant temporal receding
delay with increasing roughness. For example, the time difference
at the onset of receding for sample S1 and sample S6 was ∼4 s.
Since the whole variation of CAH is ∼50°–65°, the latter indicates
that the water droplet tends to stick on the Cu-oxide surfaces indi-
cating significant adhesion forces. Indeed, for low adhesion hydro-
phobic (e.g., lotus effect) and slippery surfaces, the CAH is less
than 10°.

In order to understand the wettability of the Cu surfaces, we
plotted in Fig. 6(a) the variation of CA with respect to the rms
roughness amplitude σ and the correlation length ξ. The same
trend is revealed as in Fig. 4, which displays the CA vs the deposi-
tion time. The latter shows that the roughness parameters σ and ξ
play a crucial role in the magnitude of the CA. Since Cu-oxide
(due to oxidation of Cu upon exposure to air) is a hydrophilic
material, we can speculate that the first wetting regime is likely to
be a metastable CB state that leads to increasing CA with increasing
rms roughness (up to ∼4.6 nm). Further roughening causes reduc-
tion of the CA with a W-like state to develop as a more dominant
wetting state. The CAs obtained for the last three samples do not
vary significantly, but they are still higher than for the first sample
with the lowest rms roughness σ. The same behavior also develops
for the CA variation with respect to the correlation length ξ.
Furthermore, we plotted in Fig. 6(b) the variation of the CA with
respect to the surface local slope (ρ ¼ σ=ξ ),52,53 which is a measure
of the long wavelength surface undulations. The CA is behaving in a
similar manner as the main plot in Fig. 4. In any case, since the
roughness exponent remains relatively constant during growth, it
can be concluded that the rms roughness amplitude σ and the
correlation length ξ play a dominant role on the CA as a function
of the surface roughening.

Adsorbing hydrocarbons from the environment and its effect
on the wetting behavior of surfaces have been addressed to a sig-
nificant degree.59–62 Therefore, it is noteworthy to investigate the
wetting behavior of the prepared Cu films with the aging time and
especially with respect to associated surface hydrocarbon adsorp-
tion. As a result after one year from synthesizing the Cu films,

FIG. 4. CA vs deposition time for the various Cu thin films deposited with mag-
netron sputtering. The inset shows the CA behavior of the same Cu samples
after 1 year, immediately after 30 min cleaning with UV-O3 and 5 days after the
UV-O3 treatment.

FIG. 5. The variation of ACA and RCA vs the deposition time. The inset shows
the variation of the contact angle hysteresis (CAH = ACA-RCA) vs the deposition
time.
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which were exposed to ambient conditions (air), we measured the
static CA at different places on each surface. As it is shown in the
inset of Fig. 4, the average values of the static CAs were higher than
those that we measured a few days after Cu deposition (Fig. 4).
This can be due to adsorption of hydrocarbons from the environment
leading to higher CAs that usually takes place for noble metals like
Cu. It can be seen that there is a decreasing trend for the thickest
sample (e.g., sample S6), with an almost similar behavior as we
obtained before for the as-deposited films in Fig. 4. In the next
steps, we measured the CAs on all surfaces immediately after expos-
ing them to UV-O3 treatment for 30 min and after 5 days from this
surface treatment. These measurements are shown in the inset of
Fig. 4. The variation of the CAs immediately after the UV-O3 treat-
ment is ∼30°–40°, and these low angles are due to the removal of
hydrocarbons leading to a very hydrophilic state that shows an
overall W-like wetting behavior. We must note that the UV-O3

surface treatment constitutes a separate study with respect to surface

wetting, because this surface process could cause changes in the crys-
talline phase, leading to the appearance of new bonds.63 As a result,
the surface after UV-O3 treatment is not the same as the as-deposited
one, and it shows a highly hydrophilic wetting state (the inset of
Fig. 4). In addition, the wetting behavior of the Cu surfaces after
5 days reveals their strong tendency to attract hydrocarbons leading
to higher CAs. However, the CA now continues to increase also for
the roughest films since hydrocarbons are adsorbed more intense
now (after UV-O3 treatment due to surface charges) in cavities that
are increased in size with roughening leading to a CB-type wetting
state. We should state here that the CA measurements for the thickest
Cu film (sample S6) were performed at a longer time interval than
that of the samples S4 and S5 (Fig. 4). The latter means that the low
local slope plays a dominant role in obtaining lower CAs and observ-
ing a W-like state with increasing surface roughening after deposition.

Figure 7 shows representative surface height profiles and
height distributions of all Cu surfaces. The different height profiles

FIG. 6. The variation of CA with respect to the rms roughness σ (a) and
surface local slope σ=ξ (b). The inset shows the variation of the CA with the
correlation length ξ.

FIG. 7. (a) Surface height profiles and (b) height distributions of the Cu sur-
faces produced at different deposition times. The inset shows the shape of the
local water meniscus on the cavities of the hydrophilic Cu surface.
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of an AFM image for one sample were statistically the same.
For sample S1, where we have the lowest CA, the number of high
peaks on the surface is low. For sample S2, the number of high
peaks as well as deep valleys increases. For sample S3, for which we
obtained the highest CA, peaks with almost identical heights and
deep valleys appear to dominate the surface profile. Finally, the
samples S4, S5, and S6 show rather similar height profiles.
Although one can observe high peaks and deep valleys, the CAs on
these surfaces are lower, and the number of high peaks is less than
in samples S2 and S3. At this point, it is important to obtain statis-
tical feature related parameters of all the surfaces that can give
more detailed information about the asymmetry and the shape of
the corresponding surface profiles.

The surface skewness (Sk) and kurtosis (Ku) are the third and
the fourth order moments of the height distribution function.
Indeed, Sk describes the symmetry of the height distribution
around the mean plane, and Ku is a criterion for the tailedness.
The variation of CA with respect to Sk and Ku is shown in Fig. 8.
All surfaces show positive skewness, which is the sign of peak
dominance in agreement with the height profiles in Fig. 7(a).
The sample S3 has the lowest Ku value, indicating that the distribu-
tion of the peaks and the valleys [Fig. 7(b)] is more centrally dis-
tributed around the mean plane with respect to the other samples.
The latter can be verified from the height distribution in Fig. 7(b).
From the height profiles and distributions in Fig. 7, we can infer
that surfaces with well distributed high peaks and deep valleys favor
increasing CAs with increasing surface roughness due to trapped air
in surface cavities. However, after some point when larger surface
features form (e.g., for the last three rougher surfaces), the CA
decreases and varies slightly with further roughness evolution.

Furthermore, we will make an attempt to discuss the behavior
of CA with respect to the CB-W transition that appears to take
place with increasing surface roughness. Most of the research works
have considered the effects of energy barriers and Laplace pressure
for the CB-W transition in regular and pillarlike structures.64–67

Only a few papers have studied these effects on random rough sur-
faces.68,69 Here, we explore how the different parameters of a rough

surface, namely, the rms roughness σ and the grain size (∼ξ),
influence the energy and the Laplace pressure of a system, and con-
sequently the CB-W transition. The energy barrier for this transi-
tion is known as the energy difference between the CB and the W
states, which can be overcome by different factors such as water
dropping from a height or changing the droplet volume,70 droplet
evaporation,71 or by Laplace pressure.65 For the 2 μl water droplet
that we used in our experiments, assuming a spherical shape with a
radius R = 0.78 mm, its weight could generate an inner Laplace
pressure Pg ¼ 2γlv=R ¼ 185 Pa if we consider the water-air inter-
facial tension γlv ¼ 72mN=m.72 The gravitational effect on the
droplet is negligible because the droplet radius R is smaller than
the capillary length73 of water lg ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(γlv=ρg)

p � 2:7mm with
g � 10 m=s2 and ρ � 103 kg=m3. Therefore, due to the low pres-
sure induced by the weight of the water droplet, there should be
other local effects responsible for the CB-W transition.

According to previous studies,74 the Laplace pressure ΔP in a
surface cavity depends on the local inclination angle of the surface
feature, and it can be written as

ΔP ¼ P� P0 ¼ � γlv � cos(θy � w)

R0 þ h tanw
: (3)

In Eq. (3), P is the pressure in the liquid side of the meniscus
touching the surface, P0 is the atmospheric pressure of the trapped
air into the cavities, θy = 36.8°,75 and w ¼ π=2� θs with θs being
the local inclination angle of the surface feature. Since
tan(θs ) � σ=ξ, which is also comparable to the slenderness ratio in
former studies,66 we obtained w � π=2� tan�1(σ=ξ). Moreover,
R0 � ξ=2 is the half width of two adjacent features, and h � σ is a
measure of the feature height (the inset of Fig. 7).

Furthermore, we estimated the energy of the system by con-
sidering an array of cones of size ξ to represent the surface peaks
due to the roughness.68 The surface area of a cone with the base
radius x and height Δh is given by Ac ¼ πx(Δh2 þ x2)

1=2
. The

latter after substitution yields the more convenient expression
Ac ¼ πx2(1þ tanθs 2)1=2. Therefore, the energy of the system per
unit cell, assuming a checkboard with dimension ξ representing
the surface peaks, is given by the relation

E ¼ γ(ξ2 � πx2)þ (γsl � γsv)(Ac)

¼ γξ2 � γπx2[1þ cos θY(1þ tan θs
2)

1=2
], (4)

since cos(θy) ¼ (γsv � γsl)=γlv. As x approaches ξ, Eq. (4) shows
that the water penetrates deeper into the hydrophilic surface cavi-
ties because cos θY . 0 (since θY , 90� for hydrophilic surfaces).
As a result, the system energy E only decreases with x indicating the
absence of a barrier for the transition between the CB and W states.
The latter favors the formation of the lower energy W state.

Figure 9 shows calculations of ΔP and E vs the deposition
time, from where it becomes clear that the surface cavities lead to
large Laplace pressures ΔP (�Pg). The latter increases with
increasing local surface slope σ=ξ (becoming less negative) with
the pressure of the liquid P approaching that of the trapped air P0
in the surface cavity. Therefore, during the first stages of the Cu
deposition, the liquid pressure is significantly lower than the
cavity pressure prohibiting the wetting of the cavities with the

FIG. 8. The effect of skewness and kurtosis on the CA for the different Cu
surfaces.
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system remaining in a CB-type wetting state. Although ΔP
remains negative (e.g., ΔP� 8� 105 Pa for the roughest film)
indicating a convex profile water meniscus in the surface cavities
(see the inset of Fig. 7), if the local surface slope is low (σ/ξ ≤ 0.2
for the roughest film, the inset of Fig. 3) then the droplet can
spontaneously fill the cavities beneath it. Indeed, the energy of the
system E decreases monotonically with surface roughening, indi-
cating that the W state is energetically more favorable for the
range of roughnesses that we have here, and the droplet as a
whole tends to be in a metastable CB state.

Furthermore, in order to discuss the behavior of contact angle,
especially the part of the CB-W transition, we performed some
calculations to observe the variation of the filling factor f of the CB
state with respect to different surface roughness. In general, a rough
surface can be considered as a combination of circular and radial
grooves, and the apparent CA θapp on the surface can be defined as
the geometric average76

2

θ2app
¼ 1

θ2w
þ 1

θ2CB
: (5)

The CA of a smooth Cu surface was measured to be θy = 36.8°.
The W roughness factor was obtained from the AFM images,
and θw was given by the Wenzel equation θw ¼ cos�1{r cos(θ)}.
The measurements of θapp from experiment and substitution into
Eq. (5) yielded the different θCB for the different films. Finally,
from the Cassie-Baxter equation θCB ¼ cos�1{f cos(θ)� (1� f )},
we calculated the filling factors f for the different surface roughnesses.
As indicated in the inset of Fig. 9, for sample S1, the estimated value
for f is f = 0.78, and it decreases with increasing roughness to the
value f = 0.65 for sample S3. After this point, the CB-W transition
takes place, indicating the dominance of the W state. For sample S4,
for which the wetting transition already occurred, the filling factor
has been increased to the value f = 0.74 indicating again increased
surface wettability. Finally, the values of the filling factor obtained for
the rougher samples (S5 and S6) were f = 0.75. In addition, we

considered the combination of the W and the CB equations to the
more general equation77

cos (θapp) ¼ rf cos(θ)� (1� f ), (6)

from which we obtained comparable filling factors f with those from
Eq. (5), as it is shown in the inset of Fig. 9. The relatively low mea-
sured apparent CAs (<90°) on the as-deposited surfaces are also
reflected by the high calculated filling factors. It should be noted that
no meaningful difference is seen in the behaviors of the Laplace pres-
sure, the energy of the system per unit cell, and the filling factor if we
consider θy = 52°78 (see the supplementary material, Fig. S1).

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we investigated here the static and the dynamic
wetting behaviors of copper thin films with controlled growing
roughness. The time-dependent height-height correlation functions
of the film surfaces indicated anomalous kinetic roughening during
the growth with large roughness exponents α≈ 0.9, and evolving
roughness parameters σ and ξ yielding a nonstationary local surface
slope ρ≈ α/ξ that has a strong impact on the surface wettability. In
fact, the static and the dynamic CAs revealed two wetting regimes
associated with different growth stages leading to the transition from
a metastable Cassie-Baxter to a Wenzel state for the roughest films.
Increasing surface roughness with uniformly distributed peaks-
valleys leads to an increment of the CAs due to the trapped air in
surface cavities, while after some point larger surface features lead to
lower CAs that varied slightly with further surface roughening.
Although the apparent wetting transition with increasing surface
roughness is not favored by the local Laplace pressure estimation,
since it indicates higher air pressure in surface cavities, the energy of
the system decreases with surface roughening, or equivalently
increasing local surface slope ∼α/ξ, indicating that the Wenzel state
is energetically more favorable. Under these conditions, the water
droplet can spontaneously fill the surface cavities once the impregna-
tion is initiated by the hydrophilic nature of the surface. This is in
agreement with our experiments for significantly large local surface
slopes ρ (>0.1) and large roughness exponents α∼ 1. Our results
indicate that random surface roughening has a complex effect on
the wetting properties of surfaces via the local surface slope, and
consequently, detailed morphology studies are required to control
the impact of rough surfaces on wetting phenomena.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for similar calculations as
those in Fig. 9 but for a different value of the Young contact angle
of copper.
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